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Full Marks : 80 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 

as far as practicable. 

102 1. (a) zeq 37oGT HHPTHTSTZT 37 &aTKA freraqi 
nd his wife in a hut. The Brahmin's wife was very i) In a certain village there lived a Brahmin: 

quarrelsome. Afraid of her quarrels even crows did not sit on the house. One day, being unable 

to bear the torture of her quarrels the Br�hmin left the house and went to a forest. Sitting under 

a tree in the forest the Brähmin was weeping. Then from the tree a ghost said to him, 'Do 

not weep. 

i) One day a dog holding a piece of meat in his mouth was going along the path of the riverbank. 

Then having seen his own reflection fallen in the water of the river he thought within himself-

this another dog is going with a piece of meat. Thereafter, he fell into the water to take that 

piece of meat also out of greed. Then as he opened his mouth, the meat in his mouth too, fell 

into the water and was carried away by the current of the river. 

() There was a foolish son of a certain Brahmin. His father said to him one evening "My son, 

go to the village early tomorrow". Having heard this, he set out for the village in the morning. 

He did not ask his father what he was to do there and went to the village without any object. 

He came back tired in the evening and said to his father, "I had been to the village." Father 

answered, "Yes, but no good has come out of it." 

10x2 

Please Turn Over 
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farT, gfengager e4Tpferafa 

STfefTar-et 

3, 

104 Answer any four of the following 

(a) Give a brief account on Web Publishing. 
(b) Mention the nature and functions of Database. 

(CMention the role of Unicode fonts in publishing and preserving of Sanskrit texts. 

(d) Mention the nature and roles of Java in programming fundamentals. 

(e) Write a note on Computer Languages or CPU. 

(f) Describe how we use internet in Sanskrit field. 

20x1 

(a) uReTEU TPIRA 

(b) eriEfd: 

(c) pHTT T: aa f: Fer: 

5x4 Write short notes on any four of the following: 

(a) MS Excel 

(b) Flow Chart 

(c) CPU 

(d) Search Engine 

(e) Bullets and numbering 

()Borders. 
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(b)THHTTA fauTAI fyara? 

(d) quj: TOAI aN? 
(e) at:j uT? 

372741, 

Write a note on MS Excel or Adobe Photoshop. 10 

10x1 

(b) THHT- afsiuTY TYEf0Rui (BDO) f andemyaq| 

3F41, 

Answer any one of the following 10x1 

(a) Mention the chief characteristics of CSS and its role in designing language. 

(b) Mention the features and applications of MS PowerPoint. 


